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Abstract Keywords 
Methods are presented for determining parameters of the 
stationary plasma thruster (SPT) multifractional conical 
plume model using the electrostatic probing analyzer 
braking characteristics with retarding potential. Pro-
cessing is carried out in three stages. At the first stage, 
braking characteristics are smoothed using the cubic 
splines. Node initial position is determined by the piece-
wise linear approximation nodes. Then, optimization 
problem is being solved, and node position is found, 
spline minimum deviation from the experimental curve 
is achieved in the absence of points with positive deriva-
tive. At the second stage, plume ions are divided into 
monoenergetic fractions. Division is carried out by 
the inverse function method with respect to the plume 
ions integral distribution function. At the third stage, 
fraction angular characteristics are smoothed together. 
To ensure constancy of the fraction current density total 
values, which could be violated with separate smoothing, 
special functions are introduced to separate the fractions. 
These functions divide the plume ions into two parts 
according to the retarding potential value corresponding 
to the fraction boundaries. Separation functions are being 
smoothed, and a set of smoothed angular characteristics 
of each fraction is obtained using these functions. In this 
case, the total fraction current density is not changing. 
Obtained distributions are used as parameters of a plume 
multifractional conical model suitable for engineering 
analyzes of the stationary plasma thruster on a spacecraft. 
Smoothing eliminates irregularity in angular and energy 
distributions caused by the measurement error and makes 
it possible to exclude probable artifacts appearing from 
analyzing results of the stationary plasma thruster plume 
impact on the spacecraft elements and systems
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Introduction. Stationary plasma thrusters (SPT) are widely used on board the 
modern spacecraft (SC) [1–3]. However, high velocities of the particles outflow 
and their ionized state bring about a situation, where an SPT plume could in-
teract intensively with the SC outer surface materials and its systems [4–6] 
leading to a decrease in the SC useful life and operational characteristics.  
In this regard, one of the most important tasks in using an SPT in space is to 
ensure compatibility of the SPT with the SC elements and to minimize nega-
tive consequences of the SPT plasma plume impact on the spacecraft. 

It is obvious that solution to this problem is impossible without detailed 
study and construction of the SPT plume mathematical model, which provides 
a sufficiently high accuracy of calculations. 

Currently, there are many SPT plume mathematical models from the sim-
plest semi-empirical to those complex kinetic [7–9]. However, complexity of the 
processes occurring in the discharge region and in the region of SPT cathode 
plasma still does not make it possible to obtain a model with sufficiently satisfac-
tory predictive qualities and coinciding with the experimental data. In this re-
gard, semi-empirical models being constructed on the results of experimental 
measurements of the specific thruster model plume parameters are generally 
used in engineering analysis of the SPT plasma plume impact on a SC. 

The most reliable data could be obtained only under full-scale conditions 
of a spacecraft operation. However, direct measurements in space are meeting 
significant difficulties due to restrictions in number and position of sensors 
measuring the plume parameters, as well as to significant material costs.  
The number of flight experiments implemented at the present time is counted 
in units. The first flight tests of an SPT were carried out back in the 1970s dur-
ing flights of the Meteor and Meteor-Priroda meteorological satellites [10]. 
Most detailed measurement of the plasma plume parameters in space were 
carried out on board two Express-A geostationary communication satellites 
[11]. However, all the data obtained in flight experiments do not allow compil-
ing an exhaustive description of the SPT plasma plume. And it is unlikely that 
this situation would be radically changed in the coming years despite the fact 
that equipment for plume research is being improved, and new flight experi-
ments are planned [12]. 

Plume parameter measurement in bench testing is much more comprehen-
sive and informative [13–15]. However, it is practically impossible to fully simu-
late in ground testing those environmental conditions typical for the thruster op-
eration in space. Therefore, measurement results are distorted. To implement 
measurements in conditions that are closest to the real ones, super-powerful 
pumping equipment with a capacity of more than 200 000 l/s [16] is required, 
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which is difficult to achieve even at the current level of technology. Moreover, 
there appeared a tendency in the recent years to create powerful SPTs [17] to be 
introduced in the interplanetary flights and in solving the tasks of final ascent. 
When testing such engines in vacuum chambers, significant errors in the meas-
urements of thrust and plume parameters arise [18–20], which could not be ig-
nored. 

Solution to the problem is possible only by creating an end-to-end kinetic 
model of the SPT working processes and the plume outflowing from it.  
This model should allow interpreting results of the bench measurements and 
correctly extrapolating them to conditions of a spacecraft flight operation [20, 
21]. Until such a model is created and verified, engineering calculations of the 
SPT plasma plume effect on the spacecraft would be carried out using the sim-
ple semi-empirical models based on experimental data obtained under bench 
conditions. 

One of such models is the multifractional conical plume model [22].  
This model is based on the point source and makes it possible to describe the 
complex angular and energy distribution of ions in the SPT plume. At the 
same time, it should be noted that the SPT plume is not strictly conical. Works 
[23, 24] convincingly prove that plasma at distances of more than one or two 
meters from the thruster expands faster than 1/r2. Moreover, this circumstance 
also finds experimental confirmation [24]. This factor should be taken into 
account when calculating plume parameters at large distances from the thrust-
er. But the use of a conical model is quite justified within a radius of three  
to five meters, where the plume has the greatest impact on a spacecraft,  
and deviations from the conical shape are insignificant [25]. 

The purpose of this article is to review the methods that were applied and 
improved by the authors during many years of practical work on the named 
model. As of today, these methods acquired certain completeness, and we 
would like to present them to the scientific community. 

Basic provisions of the SPT plume multifractional model. When con-
structing the SPT plume multifractional conical model of the SPT plume,  
it is assumed that plume particles move without collisions along the rays ema-
nating from the center of the thruster outlet section. In this case, any exchange  
of energy, mass and charge between the plume particles is missing. Plume  
particles are divided into the M monoenergetic fractions. Each fraction  
is characterized by the fq  charge and the energy range 1 ,( , )f fE E  where 
 f = 0, …, M  is the fraction index. Angular particle distribution in each frac-
tion is set by the point source model: 
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where , φfn r  is concentration of particles of the f-th fraction at the B (r, );  
r is the distance from the thruster to point B along the r ray;  is the angle  
of ray deflection from the plume axis; 0, ( )fn  is the initial concentration  

of particles of the f-th fraction at the r = r0 distance from the thruster. 
This model could be applied at a sufficiently large distance from the 

thruster (at 5 10 ,midr R  where midR  is the radius of the SPT discharge 
channel central line), where the source geometric shape and collisions between 
the plume particles are no longer affecting the flow parameters. 

To determine parameters of this model, measurement results are usually 
used of the current density and the ion energy distribution function under 
bench conditions obtained using the electrostatic probes — energy analyzers 
(hereinafter referred to as the probes) [26]. When carrying out measurements, 
probes are positioned at the same r0 distance from the source at the φk different 
angles to the plume axis. By varying the retarding potential value on the probe 
control grid, the so-called , ( )E kI E  inhibitory characteristic is obtained, which 

characterizes the plume ion distribution function over the f (E, φk) energies: 

, ( ) ( ) ( , ) ,E k k eff k
E

I E j S f E dE  

where ,E kI  is the probe collector current;  j( k) is the ion current density at the 
probe position k-th point; E is the energy of the ion, ,E qU  U is the retarding 
potential on the control grid; effS  is the probe effective area. 

Since the electrostatic energy analyzer does not allow distinguishing particles 
of different charge and masses, it is more convenient instead of the function  
of ion distribution over the ( , )kf E  energies to use distribution over the 

( , )kf U  retarding potential value: 

, ( ) ( ) ( , ) .U k ek
U

f kfU j df UI S U  

In this case, uncertainty in the q value arising in the presence of particles 
of different charges in the plume disappears. For the same reasons, separation 
of particles into fractions is carried out according to the U retarding potential 
value. The resulting “mixture” of particles with different q in a single fraction 
is taken into account by introducing the concepts of the fraction charge com-
position and subsequent division of fractions into the charge components. 
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As is known [27], charge composition could vary depending on the particle 
emission angle. But taking into account significant uncertainty in this parameter 
and its relatively insignificant effect on the plume parameters, it is assumed that 
charge composition is constant at all points of the plume. In this case, the flux 
density and the current density of the i-th charge component particles of the f-th 
fraction would be determined by the following relations: 

, μ ;if i fnv nv  

, ,i i
if f

qj j
q

 

where i i
i

q q  is the plume ion average charge; i  is the fraction of the 

mass flow of particles of the i-th charge component having the iq ie  charge, 

and 
1

1,
i L

i
i

 where L is the number of charge components; e is the electron 

charge. 
Average speed and concentration of particles of the i-th charge component 

of the f-th fraction, respectively, are equal: 
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where m1 is the ion mass. 
Total concentration of particles of all the fraction charge components is:  

,

μ .f i
f

f ii

j
n

q v
 

Total ion current density at the probe installation point (at the r = r0 dis-
tance from the thruster) is determined from the braking characteristic as: 

, (0)
( ) ,U k

i k
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I
j
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and total current density of particles of the f-th fraction is: 
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( ) ( ),i k f kfj j  

where Uf, Uf +1 are the boundary values of retarding potential for particles  
of the f-th fraction. 

Thus, it becomes possible using the , ( )U kI U  braking characteristics set 

and the Seff value to calculate the fraction parameters. And knowing the L
i  

plume charge composition, also to calculate the charge components parame-
ters. 

Plume ions division into fractions. To divide ions of the plume into frac-
tions, let us use the inverse function method. It is required that the ion current 
of each fraction is equal to / ,iI M  where Ii is the total ion current of the 
plume. Then, for the retarding potential boundary values of the Uf fractions,  
the following is obtained: 

1 , 0, ..., ,f
M fU F f M

M
 

where F(U) is the integral distribution function for all ions in the plume, which 
is determined by the following relation: 

( , )sin( )
( ) .

(0, )sin( )

U

U

I U d
F U

I d
 

An example of the BHT-1500 thruster engine plume ions division into 
fractions with the thruster operating in the 700 V [21] mode is shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. Integral distribution function of the F(U) plume ions  
and its division into fractions (25 fractions) 

It was experimentally established that the most rational is the plume ions 
division into 15–30 fractions. 
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Smoothing the braking characteristics. The , ( )U kI U  initial braking 
characteristics, especially at the large φ angles, are usually very noisy (Fig. 2), 
and in this connection it becomes necessary to smooth them. 

Fig. 2. Typical braking characteristic of an electrostatic probe-energy analyzer 
 in the plume peripheral zone 

 
Using standard smoothing techniques such as cubic splines, for example, 

often leads to inconsistent situations, where the , ( )U k
d I U

dU
 derivative  

is higher than zero. Selection of the interpolation nodes number and position 
also plays an important role in the smoothing quality. An algorithm is pro-
posed to solve these problems that uses piecewise-linear approximation to se-
lect interpolation nodes and cubic smoothing splines to construct the desired 
approximating function. 

Let us proceed from the fact that the , ( )U kI U values were measured with 

a I certain error. Let us denote by , ( )U ky I U  and .x U  Results of the  

y (x) measurement have the form of the , N
i iD x y  array, where N is the ar-

ray elements number. Let us find the gm (x) continuous piecewise linear func-
tion approximating the y (x) and meeting the following criterion: 
 max 0 1max ( ) ( ) , , ..., .m I Ng x y x x x x   (1) 

Let us limit the number of the gm (x) nodes by the required minimum and 
require that 1( ) ( ).m i m ig x g x  

In this case, algorithm for constructing the gm (x) could be realized as a se-
quential recursive division of the [a, b] segment by the c = xi intermediate 
point from the D array, such as: 
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( , )
arg max | ( ) ( ) | .

i
m i i

x a b
c g x y x  

The 0 1, Nx x  segment is taken at the first iteration, and the xi division 

point is found. Then the left 0 , ix x  and the right 1,i Nx x  segments are 
divided. Fulfillment of the 1( ) ( )m i m ig x g x  condition is checked on every 
segment, and possible contradictory situations are excluded. Segment division 
continues recursively, if condition (1) is not satisfied there. An example of di-
vision is presented in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3. Braking characteristic approximation by the piecewise linear function  
(10 nodes) 

The gm(x) resulting function is not contradicting with ( ) 0m
d g x

dx  
and meets requirement for the max I  approximation accuracy. However, 
discontinuities in the derivative do not allow using it to determine the model 
parameters. In this regard, the y (x) is approximated at the next stage by the 
Sp(x) cubic smoothing spline [27] constructed on the gm (x) function nodal 
points. It is assumed at the segment boundaries that Sp(0) = 0 and  Sp(Umax) = 
= 0, where Umax is the right boundary of the braking characteristic. 

To exclude the gm(x) segments with negative derivative (contradictory sit-
uations), the interpolation nodes position is corrected by solving the optimiza-
tion problem: 

 , ,, arg min( );L
b j b jx y   (2) 

( ( ) ( )),m i i i
i

S x y x  

where , ,, L
b j b jx y  is the interpolation node array. 
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Solution (2) is being sought with the coordinate descent method  
by sequentially varying position of the interpolation nodes within the bounda-
ries. Intermediate node position is varying within the boundaries determined 
by position of the nodes adjacent to them. Approximation results are present-
ed in Fig. 4. 
 

 

Fig. 4. Braking characteristic approximation by a smoothing cubic spline (a)  
and its corresponding distribution function (b) 

 
Approximation of angular distributions. After smoothing the braking 

characteristics, let us pass to smoothing the jf ( ) fraction angular distribu-
tions. Requirement for such smoothing is due to the fact that using the braking 
characteristics “as they are” leads to obtaining the resulting set of fraction  
angular distributions being significantly irregular (Fig. 5). Before starting  
to smooth angular distribution of fractions, let us approximate the ji ( ) plume 
ions angular distribution by the smoothing spline [27]. 
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Fig. 5. Fraction angular distribution without using the smoothing procedure 

To smooth the angular distributions, let us introduce the fractions divid-
ing angular function by the retarding potential value: 

( , )
( ) , 0, ..., .

(0, )
U f

f
U

I U
f M

I
 

Then, angular distribution of the ion current density in each fraction could 
be represented as: 

( ) ( ) ( ),f fij j  

where 1( ) ( ) ( )f f f  are the weight functions characterizing the  

f-fraction ion content in the flow; ( )ij  is the smoothed angular distribution 
of the plume ions. 

Let us note that 0( ) 1,  ( ) 0M  and 0 η ( ) 1;f  and for the  
( )f  entire collection the following condition is being fulfilled: 

 η (φ) 1.f   (3) 

If the smoothing procedure is applied to ( ),f  condition (3) could be  
violated. Therefore, the smoothing procedure would be applied to ( ).f   
To eliminate contradictory situations (where ( )f  or ( )f ), coinci-
dence is required in the values of spline and ( )f  function at the edges  
of the  angle range of values. 
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As an example, Fig. 6 presents the ( )f  initial values obtained from the 
data in work [21], and the result of approximation thereof by the smoothing 
splines [27]. Fig. 7 shows the fraction angular distributions obtained from the 
smoothed ( ).f  

Fig. 6. Initial (markers and dashed curves) and smoothed (solid curves) values  
of the fraction division functions 

Fig. 7. Angular fraction distributions after applying the smoothing procedure 
 
Since the fraction current density alteration ratio changes during smooth-

ing, the ions energy spectra of ions reconstructed from the fraction parameters 
would differ from the initial spectra (Fig. 8). 

As braking characteristics were measured with an error, it is still rather 
difficult to indicate, which of these spectra are closer to the true ones. 
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Fig. 8. Braking characteristics before (markers and dashed curves)  
and after (solid curves) applying the smoothing procedure 

 
Since when constructing a plume model based on the braking characteris-

tics, significant discrepancies between the plume and the thruster integral pa-
rameters could appear [28], the model is being calibrated after the smoothing 
procedure [29]. Thruster integral parameters and efficiency factors are deter-
mined by the method [30]. 

Conclusions. Methods are presented for determining the multifractional 
conical plume model parameters using the electrostatic probes — energy 
analyzers braking characteristics measured at different angles from the plume 
axis. Experimental data are processed in three stages. At the first stage, the 
braking characteristics are being smoothed. At the second, the plume ions are 
divided into monoenergetic fractions. At the third stage, combined smoothing 
of the fraction angular distributions is performed. Obtained distributions are 
used as parameters of the multifractional conical plume model suitable for 
engineering analyzes of the SPT plasma plume impact on a spacecraft. 
Smoothing eliminates unevenness in angular and energy distributions caused by 
the measurement error and makes it possible to exclude probable artifacts from 
the results of analysis. 

Translated by K. Zykova 
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